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Comments: I think this project and most part is a good project, but closing Granite Mountain to every motorized

vehicle is not. If you're gonna make it non-motorized; make it non-motorized permanent no CAT skiing either

because they have a motor on the snowcat's to haul them people to the top of the hill. This is not a Wildness

area. There's no reason for this to be going on,my family been riding snowmobiles on Granite Mountain since the

70s my dad and three other guys were the first people up  to Granite Mountain on snowmobiles.We have super 8

mm movies to prove it. That we were there before you this land is public land is not for special interest you

people are making it special interest groups, So they can run the whole world. This is our backyard so you can

close it, but I will ride on it because it's been here my whole life and I'm not gonna stop going up there. They only

use it when it's convenient for them. Then they are gone,then there's so much snow left and nobody uses it. like I

said, it's public land. It should be used as public land for everybody to enjoy as your sign says land of many uses

well, when you just let one outfit use it it's not for everybody. Another thing I've been reading a little about is one

of the causes for global warming is air pollution, so what makes you think your pollution is better than everybody

else's ? These control burns after you finish your projects are one of the biggest disgrace of all, We never see

any of you replanting trees to make the forest grow again you just burn the damn thing up hopefully you guys can

figure out something different cause it's like living in a campfire all  year in the summer here because our skies

are full of smoke every year because of your burns. Something else it's a disgrace is you people obliterate roads

because most of these roads already have trees and brush growing in them so they are not a problem but then

you obliterate roads well there's new erosion that road been built before most of you people were born. The

majority of these roads are already closed to travel anyway so why stir up all the erosion just to get rid of

something that's not bothering anybody. The truly sad part about is all this is you're going to get a lot of

comments. I hope opposing your project but more than likely you've already made up your mind so we're gonna

have to deal with the aftermath of what you people have already decided you're going to do to us. It's sad that

you work for us we pay taxes so you have a job and you take everything away from us, unless you're special

Interest. 


